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EDITOR’S LETTER
f you know me at all, you know that the
holidays are my favorite time of the year. I know
some people see it as all hustle and bustle—and
don’t get me wrong, there’s plenty of that—but in
my family, I’m the keeper of traditions and creator
of warmth and togetherness. It’s a role I cherish.
I love filling my home with the sights, smells, and
sounds of the holidays. I treasure every moment
spent with the people I love, whether it’s baking
cookies together, throwing a party, or doing
nothing in particular. It’s during these times I know
warm memories are being made. Seeing my children
and grandchildren slow down a bit and embrace the
traditions that were started in my own childhood
are the truly special moments for me.

It’s time.

Whether you’re preserving special moments
with family photos (P. 16), celebrating milestone
moments in your community (P. 10), dreaming
of how you’d spend an extra moment (P. 18), or
planning the perfect moment to get away (P. 6),
this issue is dedicated to helping you take in the
moments that matter.
I’m glad you’re choosing to spend a few of those
precious moments cozying up with Coming Home
and I hope you make the time to do the things that
really bring you joy this season.
Remember: It’s time. And it’s yours for the taking.
So, take your time.

And that’s what this issue is all about.
Special moments.
In this issue of Coming Home, we’re inviting you to
press pause on the hustle and bustle mindset and
really think about how you spend your moments,
and then go out and enjoy every one of them.

Helen Eden Carona
Editor-in-Chief
cominghomemag@associaonline.com
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MAKE A STATE

mint

Dunn-Edwards recently announced its Color of the
Year for 2020—Minty Fresh—a subtle, mint-infused
pastel that reflects the relationship between nature
and technology.
“Minty Fresh—an invigorating, sweet, cool, and
aromatic hue—defines 2020, as a range of grounded,
garden-inspired shades heralds the opportunity for
a fresh start,” explained Sara McLean, a color expert
and stylist for Dunn-Edwards. “Minty Fresh captures
the enthusiasm and optimism of a new decade. As
we stand at the portal of a new era, infinite potential
lies ahead. It’s invigorating, exciting—Minty Fresh!”
How will you incorporate Minty Fresh in your
décor? Tell us at cominghomemag.com

Ode to Broadway

PASS THE TIME
A NEW YEAR MEANS a new you. If you’re ready to rock 2020 and stick to your New Year's resolutions, take a look at
some of our favorite motivational books, videos, and podcasts. Next time you need to be inspired, grab a comfy spot,
put on your headphones, and pass the time with these inspirational finds.

Home is where the trees laugh with the wind,
Smiles greet the sun,
Triumph swims with the moon,
Joy outlives forever,
And the crisp air carries memories for the whole world to see.
This is home. The only place I’d rather be.

Nicole Solomon, who writes under the pseudonym Excellence, is a poet, storyteller,
and wellness advocate. She uses poetry, prose, and affirmations as a way to nurture
self-care, healing, and spiritual development. Stay connected with Nicole by following
her on Instagram @writtenbyexcellence.
© 2019 Written by Excellence
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Book: DARING GREATLY

Podcast: PSYCHCRUNCH

Documentary: 180° SOUTH

Brené Brown is a social
worker, a research professor
at the University of Houston,
and the author of your next
favorite book, Daring Greatly.
In her book, Brown encourages
vulnerability as a way to
gain greater strength and
understanding in your life and
accomplish the things you’re
genuinely passionate about.

If you struggle with some
common resolution roadblocks,
including procrastination and
other time-wasting bad habits,
then you'll want to listen to
PsychCrunch. Brought to you
by the British Psychological
Society's Research Digest, this
podcast features psychiatrists,
researchers, and entrepreneurs
that share the science behind
what makes us all tick.

If your New Year's resolution
involves travel, then get
ready to be inspired by the
adventures of Jeff Johnson,
famed Patagonia brand
ambassador and photographer.
Johnson retraces the 1968 trip of
explorers Yvon Chouinard and
Doug Tompkins from California
to Patagonia, Chile, and
shares a lot about life and the
environment along the way.
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7
QUESTIONS
WITH
A

travel agent

1. What exactly does a travel agent do?

6

Marri’s Travel Tips

Meet Marri Petrucci, a certified travel agent from
Columbus, Ohio who recently sat down with us to shed
light on the wonderful world of travel.

A travel agent organizes travel for their clients
based on their unique needs. Whether it’s for
corporate travel or leisure travel, we have the
resources to get the best value for each
client’s needs.

2. Everything is on the internet these days, so
what are the benefits of working with a travel
agent vs. doing it all yourself?
Travel agents can offer unique experiences and
knowledge, making it easier to plan your next
vacation. The internet is a great resource for
initial research, but it’s even better to have
someone who knows the location and takes
the time to get to know you so they can really
help you customize your trip with things that an
algorithm won’t pick up.
We're also your advocate when travel doesn’t
go so smoothly. If there’s a problem, my clients
can call me, and I’ll help work out the details and
do my best to resolve all issues. With a booking
site, you lose the human voice on the other end
of the line to help you when flights get canceled
or a hurricane comes!
3. Tell us about your favorite time planning a

trip for someone.
I once had a couple that wanted to travel through
Thailand and Cambodia for an entire month. These
folks were having so much fun, and every few
days, they'd go online and see where else they
could travel in that area. Each time they wanted
to change course, they'd give me a call! I spent
most of my time rebooking their flights, reissuing
their tickets, and finding hotels. The work was fun,
but challenging because it was always last minute
on a day-to-day basis. It ended up being the trip
of a lifetime, and I'm happy I was able to assist!
Another time, I had a high-end client who
wanted to take his wife, son, daughter-in-law,
and two granddaughters to Italy. I planned a
custom 10-day trip with a private guide, car, and
the finest hotels in Rome, Florence, Venice, and
Lake Como. Money was no object, and my client
wanted the best of everything. The biggest thing
on his wish list was a private tour of the Ferrari
plant near Florence. Needless to say, this was
another trip of a lifetime!
These were both fun and challenging
experiences that would’ve been nearly impossible
to execute without a travel agent.

1. How far in
advance should
you book a trip?
While it varies based
on the trip, you
should start planning
at least six to eight
months in advance.
If you’re planning
a honeymoon or a
destination wedding,
you’ll definitely need
more time. However,
for holiday travel
(Christmas, New
Years, spring break,
etc.) you should
always start planning
at least eight-twelve
months in advance
to get the best prices
and availability.

4. What’s one thing people should know before

working with a travel agent?
People are surprised to learn that we don’t
usually charge fees for our services. The only time
I charge for my services is if I’m creating a highlydetailed and customized itinerary.
While airlines don’t pay us to sell their flights,
the other suppliers that we sell to our clients—
like hotels, car rental companies, cruise lines, and
tour companies—do!

5. How can you get the most out of a

relationship with a travel agent?
You should always start by asking what type of
experience the agent has. The travel agent should
have experience not only booking trips but also
traveling themselves. I believe that agents who
are passionate about traveling and have a lot of
experience are better agents.
You should also understand that the agent
will do the research on your behalf and present
the packages for your consideration. It’s very
frustrating to do all this work for clients and then
have them go and book it online.

2. What’s the best
time to book a hotel
or purchase plane
tickets?
I don’t think there is
one answer to this
question. Plane ticket
prices are constantly
going up and down,
so it's best to get an
idea of the price, and
then watch it for a
few weeks to see if
it fluctuates. When
it comes to hotels,
the earlier you book,
the better price
you’ll get.

6. What do you like most about your job?

I love making people’s dreams come true! I enjoy
discovering and discussing my client’s passions
and then determining the best destination
for them. There’s nothing better than putting
together a great trip for a client and then having
them return home with excellent reviews.

7. Where is your favorite place to travel? What
is your dream vacation spot?
My favorite place to travel is Bora Bora. It was
always my dream destination, and it didn’t
disappoint! It’s the most ruggedly beautiful
place I’ve ever seen. Some of my other favorites
are Ireland, Alaska, Istanbul, and the Great Wall
of China.
My dream vacation spots and activities left
on my bucket list are Egypt to see the Great
Pyramids, and Rwanda to see the mountain
gorillas and go on a safari.

3. What’s the most
common mistake
you see people
make when booking
a trip?
Many people
have unrealistic
expectations. People
want to get the “best
deal," but the best
deal isn't always the
best value—there's a
big difference!
4. What are your
top traveling tips
and essentials?
Always make sure
your airline tickets
match your photo
ID and give yourself
some extra time at
the airport in case
security lines are
long. You should
also get the correct
currency for your
destination before
you arrive—you
never know what
could happen. When
it comes to travel
essentials, I always
bring some reading
material, earbuds for
tuning everyone out,
and a wrap for cold
airplanes!

5. How can you
save money when
booking a trip?
Be flexible with your
travel dates and don't
change plans after
booking—there can
be hefty fees.
6. Should I get
travel insurance?
If you’re spending
a lot of money
on a vacation,
you should get
insurance to protect
your investment.
If you have to
cancel, or you
experience delays or
complications, fees
can pile up quickly,
and insurance can
help. You should also
get travel insurance
if you have elderly
parents. If something
goes wrong, you’ll be
covered and won’t
have to worry about
additional fees.
7. What are some
of the best travel
locations that most
people haven’t
heard of?
I love these hidden
gems:
 Banff, Canada
 Quebec, Canada
 Moorea, Tahiti
 Lanai, Hawaii
 Corn Island, Central
America
 Taormina, Sicily

About Marri

Marri Petrucci is the Leisure Travel Manager for Premier Travel in Dublin, Ohio. She has 20+ years of experience
arranging family, group, and corporate travel, as well as honeymoons and destination weddings. She has her Certified
Travel Associate degree and holds her Master Cruise Counselor certification. Travel is Marri’s passion—she has visited
34 countries, and five out of the seven continents—and she loves making dreams come true! To work with Marri,
please contact her at mpetrucci@premiertravel.us.
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Is It Time to Rethink HOAs?
What do you think when you think HOA? If it’s excessive assessments, copious rules, and board power trips, you should
reconsider. The 2018 Homeowner Satisfaction Survey conducted by Zogby Analytics for the Foundation for Community
Association Research reveals how HOA and condo association residents really feel about rules, their board, managers, and
even paying assessments.

THE TRUTH ABOUT ASSOCIATION LIVING

of residents

85%

90%

rate their overall
community association
experience as positive
(63%) or neutral (22%).

say their
association’s
rules protect and
enhance property
values (62%) or
have a neutral
effect (28%).

73%

84%

of residents say
their community
managers provide
value and support
to residents and
their associations.

say members of their
elected governing
board “absolutely” or
“for the most part”
serve the best interests
of their communities.

of residents

60%

say their
association
assessments are
“just the right
amount” or
“too little.”

TOP REASONS OWNERS CHOOSE ASSOCIATIONS

Clean & Attractive
Neighborhoods

Responsible Neighbors
& Amenities
Enhanced Maintenance
& Safety
Reprinted with permission of Community Associations Institute (CAI). Learn more by
visiting www.caionline.org, writing cai-info@caionline.org, or calling (888) 224-4321.
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Protected
Property Values
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Reprinted with permission of Community Associations Institute (CAI). Learn more by
visiting www.caionline.org, writing cai-info@caionline.org, or calling (888) 224-4321.

PINEY ORCHARD
COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION
Odenton, MD

Q.

What makes a good community leader?

Being a community leader can be a big task, but it's an extremely rewarding
experience that allows you the opportunity to make a difference, serve your
neighbors, and enhance the community’s assets. To get advice on how to become a
good community leader, we asked an expert Community Association Manager (CAM),
Haley Murphy CMCA®, AMS®, to share her insights on how to become a better leader
and create a stronger community.

A.

“In my experience, a good community leader is

someone who not only looks at preserving the community’s
interest but also promotes a culture based on a collaborative vested interest.
When a leader helps educate neighbors about the ‘why’ behind the function
of the association, they’re better contributors to the common interest of the
community. Educated owners are more likely to pay dues on time, stay compliant,
engage in community events, become connected to their fellow members,
and support board actions and directives. Lots of small, positive actions by the
membership creates an additive effect, and they build on each other—like interest.

Built in 1991, Piney Orchard Community
Association is the largest planned
community in Anne Arundel Country,
Maryland. The premier residential
community consists of more than
4,000 homes, including apartments,
condominiums, town-homes, singlefamily homes, and 55+ residences.
Piney Orchard is a two-time winner of
the prestigious Associa Green Award,
an award that recognizes communities
that promote green living and host
environmentally-friendly events.
Piney Orchard actively leads green
initiatives, including energy-efficient
lighting retrofits and water and waste
reduction features, and invests their
green-related rebates and award
cash into environmentally-desirable
innovations like Electric Vehicle (EV)
charging stations. The association also
hosts local producers at their farmer’s
market and holds environmentallyfriendly educational events to engage
residents throughout the year.

Also, remember that knowledge is power. The best community leaders I’ve worked
with take advantage of educational opportunities and commit to ensuring they’re
well-educated in the function and general laws governing the association.”
-Haley Murphy, CMCA®, AMS®
The Prescott Companies

TOP REASONS OWNERS CHOOSE ASSOCIATIONS

Clean & Attractive
Neighborhoods

PRISTINE COMMUNITY

ASK A CAM

Protected
Property Values

Haley Murphy has been working in the association
management industry since 2012, managing a variety of
portfolio properties including condominiums, mixed-use,
and master developments. Haley became a Certified
Manager of Community Associations (CMCA®) in 2013, and
earned her Association Management Specialist (AMS®)
designation in 2016. Currently, she is a General Manager at
the large-scale development called Rolling Hills Ranch in
Chula Vista, CA. Rolling Hills Ranch consists of five swim
clubs, nine tot-lots, 75 acres of land, 4,000 trees, and 1,687
single-family homes. Haley enjoys spending time with her
two daughters and two dogs and loves being in the outdoors and hiking.

Image courtesy of Piney Orchard
Community Association.

Do you have a Pristine Community
and want to be featured?
Email us at

cominghomemag@associaonline.com!
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Home is
Where the
Art Is
How Public Art Transforms and Inspires Communities
DOWN THE STREET AND AROUND THE CORNER, public art is transforming where we live, work, and
play into the vibrant and beautiful places we call home.
When you think of public art, you probably think of a historical sculpture at the park or mural
downtown, but public artwork comes in many forms, shapes, and sizes. Put simply—public art is
art in public spaces. It’s designed to draw attention to places or ideas, celebrate local culture, or
inform civic memory. It attracts visitors, inspires discussion, and contributes to the local economy.
From landscape design to memorials and live performances, public artwork is engaging communities
everywhere in the heart of their everyday lives.

Artist Carolina Moua
in front of her mural

ALL ART IN THIS FEATURE PROVIDED BY CAROLINA MOUA
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Public art is more than just a pretty space.
Here are some ways public art may be
at work in your community.
As a Source of Education & Cultural Identity

A visual mechanism for understanding other backgrounds, public artwork is a source of storytelling, civic dialogue,
and it showcases the perspectives of artists and community members alike. From memorials honoring a city’s
historical events to murals on the side of infamous restaurants, public art tells a story in the space it fills.
For Public Art and Civic Design Senior Program Manager, Patricia Walsh, public art strengthens communities and
allows residents to participate in the creation of public artworks that reflect their values and ideas. “The more we see
one another in the places we live, work, and play, the more accepting we are of others,” said Walsh.

Get Involved!
“One of the biggest challenges facing
public art is the long-term maintenance
and conservation of the artworks,” said
Walsh, Public Art and Civic Design Senior
Program Manager. “Work with your local
arts agency or public arts program to
find out how you can contribute to the
conservation and longevity of public
art in your community.”

To Foster Community Building

Public artwork instills meaning in ordinary spaces and creates memorable experiences among neighbors and
visitors. In a 2018 poll conducted by Americans for the Arts, 7 in 10 respondents believed that the arts unify their
communities, as well as improve the quality, livability, image, and identity of their communities.
This is something Carolina Moua—a brand strategist, communicator, designer, and artist—felt after completing her
first mural, “El Amor es Todo,” or “Love is Everything,” in her hometown of Pereira, Colombia. “When I finished the
mural, a homeless man passed by and told me with tears in his eyes: ‘You are right. Love is everything.’” said Moua.
“When I’m doing my art, I want to spread this message of love, acceptance, magic, and dreams.”

To Promote Public Health

In neighborhoods across the globe, public artwork goes beyond improving the physical environment by creating new
opportunities for social connections and unity among neighbors. Consuming public artwork can reduce stress, provide a sense
of belonging, and even address stigmas towards those with mental health issues.
In Philadelphia, the Porch Light Program—a collaboration between the city’s Department of Behavioral Health and Intellectual
disAbility Services—focuses on achieving universal health and wellness among residents by providing opportunities to
contribute to meaningful works of public art. Research from the Yale School of Medicine in partnership with the Porch Light
Program found that residents living near new art installations reported increased social cohesion, trust among neighbors, and
perceived neighborhood safety.

As a Catalyst of Economic Growth

Not only does public art beautify spaces, but it also supports economic growth and sustainability. Studies show that cities and
neighborhoods known for their public art attract larger audiences of visitors—generating higher tax revenue and strengthening
local business. Public art also interests other sectors, such as planning, transportation, and real estate development.

Our Art experts
Carolina Moua

is a Colombian artist, brand strategist,
communicator, and designer who currently resides in Dallas, Texas.
Raised in international settings, Carolina’s passions in fashion, art, and
photography are driven by diversity and empowering others to find
strength in their differences. Carolina’s murals can be found in her
hometown of Pereira, Colombia; San Jose, Costa Rica; and Bishop Arts
District in Dallas, Texas. In 2017, Moua partnered Colombian designer
Velasquez to illustrate a Mother’s Day fashion collection.

Patricia Walsh is the Public Art and Civic Design Senior
Program Manager for Americans for the Arts in Washington, D.C.
Patricia works to empower public art professionals, artists, and other
stakeholders in the implementation of public art in their communities
by supporting best practices, case studies, resource development, and
peer-to-peer networking. In her role at Americans for the Arts, Patricia
travels across the country to engage with and learn from her local
colleagues. She designed the Public Art Resource Center, an online
portal to increase access to tools, resources, and opportunities for
those making public art happen in their communities. She manages
partnerships with Smart Growth America/Transportation for America
and the American Planning Association and continues to develop
strategies to engage allied fields to cultivate policy and practice that
supports public art in the built environment across the country.

About the author
KATELYN SIM is a writer, communicator, and public relations professional in Dallas, Texas.
Katelyn specializes in brand efforts that build business, protect reputation, and connect with
audiences through storytelling, crisis preparedness, content strategy, social insights, and
executive positioning. Her brand experience spans agribusiness, energy, food and beverage,
healthcare, and technology sectors.
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PINCH OF GOODNESS

LITTLE FREE PANTRY
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1 in 8 Americans, or
about 40 million people, lack consistent access to enough food for an
active, healthy life. While more prevalent in low-income communities,
food insecurity can affect people of nearly any age or income level.
Inspired by the Little Free Library movement, mini food pantries are
popping up in neighborhoods across the country to help fight
food insecurity.
Looking to provide a local safety net for families in need, volunteers
are building small food pantries in their front yards, community centers,
and churches. Anyone is welcome to take what they need from these
pantries, no questions asked, providing a safe, anonymous place to
access food.
Pantries typically display one simple rule: “Take what you need and leave
what you can.”
Following this direction, individuals work to fill pantries with contents
unique to the needs of their community. Some are loaded several times
a day with basics like rice, canned food, oatmeal, and hygiene products,
while other neighborhoods use them as a gathering place to share a cup
of sugar or after-school snacks for kids.
More information on the Little Free Pantry movement can be found at
littlefreepantry.org, including free pantry design plans, a map of current
locations, and other helpful resources.
VALUE-ADD

BUDGET-FRIENDLY Kitchen Updates
Updated kitchens are typically at the top of a buyer’s must-have list. This type of project can be daunting, but it doesn’t have to break the
bank. Even the smallest updates can make a big difference and catch the eye of a buyer.
Swap out hardware.
Replacing outdated hardware can
have a big impact on the look
and feel of your kitchen. Look for
something attractive and functional
that pairs with your décor.
Add a backsplash.
Refresh your kitchen without a
complete renovation by adding
a backsplash. Not only is it
inexpensive and easy to install, but
it’s also a fun way to show off your
style. Plus, it protects your walls!
Paint cabinets.
Installing new cabinets can be a
long project that comes with a hefty
price tag. Try painting your cabinets
instead of replacing them. You’ll
save time and money and still get a
fresh new look.
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Mindy's 9 Tips for a Headache-Free
Family Photo Session

MINDY FULCHER is an
Arkansas-based wife, mom, college
instructor, and photographer. Whether
she’s in front of the camera taking
photos with her brood or behind the
lens capturing perfect moments
for her clients, she’s participated in
her fair share of photoshoots. From
picking locations, selecting props,
and coordinating outfits to wrangling
even the busiest busybodies, Mindy
shares the best tips and the latest
trends to keep your family all smiles
this holiday season.
1.

DECIDE WHICH TYPE OF
PHOTOSHOOT YOU WANT. Many

families are moving away from onlocation shoots and opting for lifestyle
sessions. Lifestyle sessions are more
candid and natural, and sometimes occur
within your home and include video. For
lifestyle videos, I tell my clients not to
look at me, which is very different from
a traditional photoshoot. You’ll love how
easy it is to incorporate fun props and
toys, try on mom’s heels, or even bake
cookies together during a session—
the possibilities are endless. Visit

4.

cominghomemag.com to watch one of
Mindy’s lifestyle video sessions!

2.

PICTURE
PERFECT

the location can have a big impact,
especially if it’s a place that’s special to
you—like a family farm or houseboat. Try
to choose a place that offers a variety of
backgrounds, so you don’t have to drive
to additional locations. A wide-open field,
a tree-lined path with foliage and a fence
line can create lots of unique backdrops.
City parks are great for affordability and
creative backdrops, but they can be busy,
so make sure you plan accordingly. Don’t
overlook the beauty of an old shack or
a local donut shop. These places can
pack your pictures with personality—just
remember to get permission if you don’t
own the building or business.

3.

Photo credit Gemelli Photography
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CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE
LOCATION. For on-location shoots,

AVOID MINI-SESSIONS. No matter
which type of photoshoot you choose,
I suggest avoiding a mini-session. The
first few minutes of the photoshoot
can feel awkward, and there’s nothing
worse than getting all dressed up just
to have a toddler meltdown during the
entire 20-minute shoot. Extra time gives
you a chance to get in the groove and
capture the necessary posed shots, plus
it leaves time to catch some candid shots
at the end.

5.

PREPARE THE FAMILY. Family photos
can be very stressful, which is why many
families only do them once every five
years. Choose a time slot that works for
your family’s busy schedule. Be sure to
talk to your kids about the session in
advance, so they know what to expect.
Eat beforehand and make sure everyone
is comfortable in their outfit. Bring snacks
just in case—dry cereal works well, but
trust me, avoid Oreos at all costs! I also
like to put all accessories—like necklaces,
tights, hair bows, jewelry, bow ties, and
socks—in a plastic bag for each person,
so nothing gets forgotten during the race
to the photoshoot.

6.

KEEP IT COMFORTABLE. Simple and

7.

USE PROPS SPARINGLY. I don’t use

8.

MIND THE BUSINESS. Photographers

9.

RELAX AND HAVE FUN. As a mom, I
know what it’s like to want your family
to behave perfectly to get that one
Christmas-card-worthy photo. But, as a
photographer, I’ve noticed it’s actually the
little moments that happen in between
the camera clicks that are the most
endearing. So, try to be flexible. Someday
you’ll look back and laugh about the year
Annie did handstands during the entire
photoshoot, or Billy kept stomping on his
bow tie. Those unpredictable moments
can make the best memories, and that’s
what family photos are all about.

COORDINATE YOUR OUTFITS.

If you’re a color-matching novice, try
a website like StyleandSelect.com that
offers interactive styling tools and the
opportunity to see outfits side-by-side
before purchasing. If you’re on a tight
budget, get creative with pieces you
already own. Pick one of your favorite
plaid shirts, a floral scarf, or even a
paisley notebook—any pattern will work.
Look closely at the colors in the pattern.
Do you notice pinks, greens, and yellows?
Or perhaps browns, oranges, and blues?
Now, you can search through everyone’s
closet for pieces that fit the color scheme.
If you’re unsure about the background or
location, choose solid colors. But, avoid
solid white or solid black tops—they
don’t photograph well and can make
photo editing a challenge. Have fun with
accessories like hats and scarves. They’re
a great way to pack a lot of variety into
a quick shoot if you don’t have time to
completely change outfits.

comfortable is always best, especially
for children. Dresses can be lots of fun
to twirl around in for photos, but if your
daughter despises wearing dresses the
other 364 days of the year, you may
not want to spring a dress and itchy
tights on her right before heading to
the photoshoot.

props in every single photo, but I find
people tend to be much more relaxed if
they have something to focus on besides
sitting still and holding a smile. Some of
my go-to props are thrift store chairs,
favorite blankets, bubbles, cute hats,
finger puppets, and vintage cameras.

use a language of their own—to avoid
being disappointed with the final
product, you need to understand it. Be
sure you’re aware of your photographer’s
policy on digital vs. print delivery,
watermarking, sharing online, retouching,
etc. And of course, hire an experienced
photographer, whose work—and work
ethic—you like.
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UPKEEP

If you had an extra hour in your day,

HOME FIRE SAFETY & PREVENTION

how would you use it?

Holiday traditions have a way of bringing together family,
friends, and neighbors. However, many of the most popular
holiday festivities also invite some added risks to your home.
If you want to keep your loved ones safe this holiday season,
follow these six crucial home safety tips.

“My extra hour would be used for
personal development—like exercising,
practicing mindfulness, taking a yoga
class, or reading. I guess I need more than
just one extra hour!”

1.

-Penny F., Connecticut

“I’d use my extra hour to spend time with
my dog. I’d take her on a really long walk
and play a few games of fetch.”
“I would want an extra hour in the
evenings while the light coming through
my window is still bright. I would spend it
painting and listening to music with a cup
of tea.”
-Emily B., Virginia

“With an extra hour in my day, I would
sleep! With two very active boys and a
Boxer puppy, rest is hard to come by.”
-Christy T., North Carolina

“If I had an extra hour, I’d use it to make a
nice breakfast at home so I could get my
day off to a good start.”

-Connor S., Texas

“I would spend time at a shelter. I would
help further whatever cause I selected
that day, and I would get to know people
and their stories. Before I left, I would
write an inspirational poem tailored to the
individual I met that day.”

2.

-Nicole S., Louisiana

“Calling important people is the one thing
on my to-do list that never gets checked
off. I’d spend my extra hour calling friends
and family to catch up.”
-Rosilyn R., Tennessee

-Katelyn S., South Dakota

3.

Join the conversation!
Visit cominghomemag.com to see upcoming Parlor
Talk topics and share your answers to be featured
in future issues.
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SWITCH TO LED LIGHTS.
Around the holidays, many
families love to plug in all
kinds of lights, crockpots,
and other decorations. While
these additions can be fun
and festive, they may also
overload your home circuits.
According to the U.S. Fire
Administration, one out of
four Christmas tree fires is
caused by electrical issues.
One way to avoid these
problems is by upgrading
any of your holiday lights.
LEDs use far less electricity
and don't heat up like
traditional light bulbs,
helping you and your tree
stay cool under the
holiday pressure.
SKIP THE CANDLES.
Candles are popular in many
homes, especially around
Christmas and New Year's.
While following proper
candle safety limits the risks
of starting a fire, you may be
better off skipping the real
deal altogether. Modern LED
candles can give the same
look and feel of a candle
without any of the dangers.
If it's the distinct candle
smell you’re after, then
candle warmers can provide
the aroma without the
open flame.
USE SPACE HEATERS
CAUTIOUSLY.
If it gets cold where you live,
then you’ve probably been
tempted to plug in a space
heater. While these devices
can quickly warm you up,
they can also be extremely
dangerous. According to our
consumer product safety
commission (CPSC), more
than 25,000 residential
fires and more than 300
deaths are caused by space

heaters each year. If you’re
forced to use a space heater
this winter, then practice
extreme caution. Use a
20-amp circuit, skip on the
extension cord, and never
leave it plugged in for more
than a few hours at a time.
4.

INSPECT YOUR FIREPLACES
& CHIMNEYS.
According to the National
Fire Protection Association,
over 30% of home fires start
in fireplaces or chimneys.
So, before Santa scoots
down your chimney, be
sure to perform an annual
inspection. Properly using
your fireplace is also crucial.
Be sure to clean and
properly discard ashes in
between fires to prevent
build-up in your chimney.

5.

CLEAN OUT YOUR DRYER.
The U.S. Fire Administration
reports about $35 million in
property loss each year due
to dryer fires. These types
of fires peak in January and
are entirely preventable.
You should frequently be
emptying the lint screen
and keeping your dryer vent
opening free from snow and
other debris to minimize
your risk.

6.

CHECK YOUR SMOKE
& CARBON MONOXIDE
DETECTORS.
Ultimately, taking the proper
steps to prevent household
fires will stop most fires
before they occur. However,
you should still be doing
all you can to maintain
your home's fire detection
systems. Take some time to
test your smoke alarms and
carbon monoxide detectors
and replace the batteries
as needed.

OUR PEOPLE

Read how our managers
are making a difference in
communities near and far.

Courtney Brings
Her A-Game
[As] the president of the board, you
face many challenges with different
personalities, wants, and wishes.
Having a knowledgeable and caring
management representative at your
side, or just a phone call away, makes
your added responsibility disappear.
Courtney Stewart is this person. Over the
last two years, we have worked sideby-side on small and major issues facing
our community. Without her knowledge,
calming influence, and professionalism,
my job would have been extremely
difficult. Courtney brings her ‘A-game’
every day on every issue. I would like to
personally thank her for her dedication
to her job and our community [that] she
has made better. Thank you, Courtney.

-Dennis C.,
Board Member

Courtney Stewart

Evergreen Management Group
Community Manager
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write an inspirational poem tailored to the
individual I met that day.”

2.

-Nicole S., Louisiana

“Calling important people is the one thing
on my to-do list that never gets checked
off. I’d spend my extra hour calling friends
and family to catch up.”
-Rosilyn R., Tennessee

-Katelyn S., South Dakota

3.

Join the conversation!
Visit cominghomemag.com to see upcoming Parlor
Talk topics and share your answers to be featured
in future issues.
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SWITCH TO LED LIGHTS.
Around the holidays, many
families love to plug in all
kinds of lights, crockpots,
and other decorations. While
these additions can be fun
and festive, they may also
overload your home circuits.
According to the U.S. Fire
Administration, one out of
four Christmas tree fires is
caused by electrical issues.
One way to avoid these
problems is by upgrading
any of your holiday lights.
LEDs use far less electricity
and don't heat up like
traditional light bulbs,
helping you and your tree
stay cool under the
holiday pressure.
SKIP THE CANDLES.
Candles are popular in many
homes, especially around
Christmas and New Year's.
While following proper
candle safety limits the risks
of starting a fire, you may be
better off skipping the real
deal altogether. Modern LED
candles can give the same
look and feel of a candle
without any of the dangers.
If it's the distinct candle
smell you’re after, then
candle warmers can provide
the aroma without the
open flame.
USE SPACE HEATERS
CAUTIOUSLY.
If it gets cold where you live,
then you’ve probably been
tempted to plug in a space
heater. While these devices
can quickly warm you up,
they can also be extremely
dangerous. According to our
consumer product safety
commission (CPSC), more
than 25,000 residential
fires and more than 300
deaths are caused by space

heaters each year. If you’re
forced to use a space heater
this winter, then practice
extreme caution. Use a
20-amp circuit, skip on the
extension cord, and never
leave it plugged in for more
than a few hours at a time.
4.

INSPECT YOUR FIREPLACES
& CHIMNEYS.
According to the National
Fire Protection Association,
over 30% of home fires start
in fireplaces or chimneys.
So, before Santa scoots
down your chimney, be
sure to perform an annual
inspection. Properly using
your fireplace is also crucial.
Be sure to clean and
properly discard ashes in
between fires to prevent
build-up in your chimney.

5.

CLEAN OUT YOUR DRYER.
The U.S. Fire Administration
reports about $35 million in
property loss each year due
to dryer fires. These types
of fires peak in January and
are entirely preventable.
You should frequently be
emptying the lint screen
and keeping your dryer vent
opening free from snow and
other debris to minimize
your risk.

6.

CHECK YOUR SMOKE
& CARBON MONOXIDE
DETECTORS.
Ultimately, taking the proper
steps to prevent household
fires will stop most fires
before they occur. However,
you should still be doing
all you can to maintain
your home's fire detection
systems. Take some time to
test your smoke alarms and
carbon monoxide detectors
and replace the batteries
as needed.

OUR PEOPLE

Read how our managers
are making a difference in
communities near and far.

Courtney Brings
Her A-Game
[As] the president of the board, you
face many challenges with different
personalities, wants, and wishes.
Having a knowledgeable and caring
management representative at your
side, or just a phone call away, makes
your added responsibility disappear.
Courtney Stewart is this person. Over the
last two years, we have worked sideby-side on small and major issues facing
our community. Without her knowledge,
calming influence, and professionalism,
my job would have been extremely
difficult. Courtney brings her ‘A-game’
every day on every issue. I would like to
personally thank her for her dedication
to her job and our community [that] she
has made better. Thank you, Courtney.

-Dennis C.,
Board Member

Courtney Stewart

Evergreen Management Group
Community Manager
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We’ve asked experts from around North America to identify trends
in the communities they work with every day.
HIGH-RISE COMMUNITIES

Electric Avenue

PROTECTING

COMMUNITIES
ACROSS AMERICA
IT’S ALL WE DO.
Community association insurance
is unlike any other coverage.
“One size fits all” just won’t cut
it when it comes to the unique
needs facing today’s community
associations. Associations
Insurance Agency, Inc. (AIAI)
understands. We come from the
community management business,
so we know the complexities of
coverage requirements.
From commercial property to
umbrella liability, crime and
fidelity to workers’
compensation—community
association insurance is all we do.

CONTACT US TODAY
TO GET THE
COVERAGE YOU NEED.

“Electric vehicles continue to become increasingly popular
in urban communities. To support this popularity and
demand, electric vehicle charging stations are popping up
in common parking areas in high-rise communities. Laws
and regulations vary by state and association, so be sure
to seek approval before implementing charging stations.”
Jennifer Cardak, CMCA®

Business Development Manager
Community Management Corp

SINGLE FAMILY & MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITIES

In the Neighborhood
“As the demands on families increase, parents are looking
at master-planned communities as a great option to
provide activities for all ages—without ever leaving the
neighborhood. From neighborhood sports leagues to
holiday events, such communities are helping adults
achieve the coveted ‘work-life’ balance with relative ease.”
Heather Bookheimer

Regional Sales Director
Scottsdale, Associa Arizona

RESORT-STYLE COMMUNITIES

On-Site Offerings
“Resort-style communities are always adapting to the
everchanging homeowner. Lately, I’ve noticed that
on-site clubhouses with lounges, bars, and restaurants are
becoming very popular. This way, residents have on-site
dining options—from a breakfast buffet in the morning
to fine dining in the evening! These communities have
also started offering on-site babysitting or daycare so
residents can golf or enjoy time without kids.”
Toll-free: 866.384.8579
www.associationsinsuranceagency.com

Melissa Eisenman

Business Development Manager
Associa Mexico

WHAT’S TRENDING IN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS
CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITIES

Pet Perks
“More and more people view their pets as an extension of their family. Because of this,
developers are building pet-friendly condos with amenities just for pets. I’ve seen buildings
with pet-washing stations, leash-free running areas or parkettes, pet-sitter areas, and
pet-waste areas with waste bags, disposals, and water stations. Developers have also
stopped limiting the size and weight of pets within condos, although management does
suggest limiting the number of dogs to two per unit."
Stacey Kurck, RCM®, CMCA®

Vice President
Maple Ridge Community Management
ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITIES

Conscious Connections
“I’ve noticed that more homeowners and residents in active-adult communities crave
connection. From a simple mixer to large-scale community events, people want to meet
and get to know their neighbors. In our active adult communities, we’ve started to
offer line dance classes for residents looking to get a fun and easy workout. We’ve also
implemented children’s storytime, where residents can bring their grandchildren to a story
book reading. The storytellers are residents themselves, and it’s been such a hit! It’s a lowcost yet intimate activity, and an opportunity to bring multi-generational experiences that
the whole family—from grandparents to grandchildren—can enjoy together!”
Marc Evangelista

Director of Lifestyle and Events
Professional Community Management

CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITIES

Millennial Modernization & Going Green
“Millennials are the newest demographic moving into condominium associations. This
group is tech-savvy, and they’re looking for an association and management company that
offers technology that allows for self-service, online payments, and online communication.
Millennials are also seeking transparency, so having online access to board decisions,
finances, elections, and the like is also important. They’re also interested in amenities
that fit their lifestyle, so boards need to be thinking about short and long-term plans to
modernize their amenities to attract these buyers, like Wi-Fi, modern fitness centers, yoga
classes, etc. Additionally, as local cities and towns move toward a single-stream waste
collection, I’ve seen ‘Going Green’ committees pop up at condominium associations. These
committees look for ways to save the association money and help the environment. Rain
gardens, composting, solar lighting, LED conversions, and more are on the project list for
many communities.”
Jenniffer Harrington

Business Development Manager
Associa Mid-Atlantic
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